Host ASM_Eric says:
Prelude: Last time on A Call to Duty: Kootenai Station...

The crew of Kootenai Station was granted liberty on the planet Pacifica, rewarding them for their service against the Brump and defusing the Romulan situation.

However, a face from the past the Order of Rameus member Olan Benar, a former friend of Lieutenant. Commander Taliza Cal, kidnapped the chief science officer.

He was last seen warping in a zigzag course to his base on the planet Kimpac to execute him.

The USS Erie is on its way to rescue the kidnapped crewman.  Will they make it in time?  Will this be the last of Taliza Cal?

And now, the conclusion...

"Past Debts" part 2

Cast of Characters

Brian Wachendorf as XO Commander P’Dar Kerst
Juanita Wilson as CNS Lieutenant Alana Torez
Kytra Seliquini as CTO Lieutenant Junior Grade Bao’tzhu Shengming Rr’Vellan
Steve Seliquini as OPS Lieutenant Junior Grade Ensign Rick Spicer


Guest Appearance
SM-Darlene Wise as TO LtJG. Bailey
ASM-Eric VanSickle as Olan Benar and CSO Lieutenant Commander Taliza Cal

Host ASM_Eric says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

TO_Bailey says:
::Standing at the tactical station monitoring the long-range sensors::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Standing at tactical next to Bailey::

Olan_Benar says:
@::Drags Cal off the shuttle and takes him to town::

CNS_Alana says:
::Sitting straight up at the helm, taking the Erie through a zigzag following pattern  of  the Ion warp signature of Olan's ship::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: ETA to Kimpac?

OPS_Spicer says:
::On the Bridge at OPS::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Patching ME controls to his OPS console::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: ETA is 8 minutes, Sir!

TO_Bailey says:
::Leans over and whispers to the CTO:: CTO: Are we going down to the planet in shuttles or are we beaming in?

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Lies limp over Olan's shoulders::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Tilts her head and looks at Bailey:: TO: I'm not sure.  You know these people?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Monitors all subspace frequencies and boosts power to phaser batteries and shields::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Bring us in nice an easy, try not to be spotted.

CNS_Alana says:
XO: he sure is flying in an odd fashion just to reach his home planet, I wonder why when he could just go straight there?

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Any other ships in the area?

TO_Bailey says:
::Whispers:: CTO: Yes, we've been to Kimpac and had dealings with Benar not that long ago.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Looks at her console:: XO: None, Sirrrr

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Olan enters the main square of the town and ties Taliza to a pole.

CNS_Alana says:
XO: We are entering orbit of Kimpac now, Sir.

Olan_Benar says:
@CSO: I'll come back to kill you in a while.  I'm going to have myself a good stiff drink.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Scan for Benar's shuttle and the CSO.  I want to know where they are.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Growls under her breath:: TO: They don't seem right in the head if you ask me. ::Straightens up:: XO: Yes, Sirrrr.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Check the planetary communications for anything that might prove useful.

TO_Bailey says:
::Thinks about making his suggestion before actually making it:: XO: Sir, I suggest we scan the city of Pashar.  This is where we found him last time.  ::Waits for the XO to yell at him::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::Begins scanning all frequencies::

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Erie sensors find CSO tied to old communications pole in the town square.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
XO: Sirrr, I found him. He's tied to what appearrrrs to be a communications towerrrr.

Host XO_Kerst says:
TO: Yes, but where?  Pashar is a pretty big town.

Olan_Benar says:
@::Enters saloon:: Barkeep: Romulan ale, best vintage!

TO_Bailey says:
::Looks at the tactical monitor and sees the signal is coming from Pashar and grins::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Great send the coordinates to OPS.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Get a transporter lock on him.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods and does what the XO says::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye. ::Begins to lock the transporter on the CSO::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Got him?

TO_Bailey says:
XO: The tower is located in the center of Pashar, Sir.  ::Grins again::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: Maintaining Standard orbit, Sir!

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Sorry, Sir, there seems to be some interference.

Barkeep says:
@::Gives Olan a bottle of Romulan ale:: Olan: Why so happy?

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Put us directly over that town square.

Olan_Benar says:
@Barkeep: There's going to be an execution in the town square shortly.  Let everyone know.

Barkeep says:
@Olan: Oh?

Olan_Benar says:
@::Presses a button in his pocket::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: The pattern buffers are leaking. I will try to modify the multiphase imaging catalyst to improve the lock on scanner.

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: A scattering field activates around the city.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: I am detecting a scattering field. It is blocking the transporter signal.

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Mutters something not nice in Romulan::

Olan_Benar says:
@Barkeep: And I've ensured his friends can't beam him back.

Host XO_Kerst says:
ALL: Okay, we do this the hard way.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Grumbles about wanting to just swoop in there, guns blazing, snatch up the CSO and go to the beach::

TO_Bailey says:
::Wonders what "hard way" might be::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: The hard way, Sir?

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Starts to stir, finds himself tied to a communications pole with his hands behind him::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Prepare an assault team.  You'll go down in a shuttle.  You have 5 minutes!

OPS_Spicer says:
::Boosts power to the transporter systems::

TO_Bailey says:
::Leans over and whispers to the CTO:: CTO: Last time we were surgically altered to look like Bajorans....well, all except me, the CEO and CSO, that is.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods:: XO: Yes, Sirrr..::Turns to Bailey:: TO: Come with me, Bailey.  ::Heads off the Bridge::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Locate the power source for that scattering field!

TO_Bailey says:
::Follows the CTO into the turbolift::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Begins to scan the planet for the source of the scattering field::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Keep an eye out for other ships in the area.  We don't want to be jumped.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::In the turbolift:: turbolift: Shuttlebay. TO: You have anyone you want to recommend we take with us?

CNS_Alana says:
XO: Continuing scans, Sir.

Host XO_Kerst says:
TO_Smith: Target phasers on Cal’s position, heavy stun setting. I don't want anyone conscious for 2 clicks of his position. Be ready to fire on my signal.

TO_Bailey says:
::Looks to the CTO as they ride the turbolift to the shuttlebay::  CTO: I wonder what will happen when they see a bear and cat stroll into the middle of the town square, armed to the teeth?  Negative, I think the less we take with us the better chance we have.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Got it. But it doesn't look good. The power source is located approx. 3 km below the planet's surface encased in granite and surrounded by lava. If we fire phasers at it, a volcanic eruption would result.

Host XO_Kerst says:
*CTO*: Unless we can knock out that scattering field you will fly that shuttle into the town square and extract Cal. 10 Seconds before you hit the ground we will fire our phasers to hopefully knock everybody out.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods and puts her paw on Bailey's shoulder:: TO: I knew I could count on you, Bailey. ::Exits the turbolift:: TO: Now, can you pilot a shuttlecrraft?

Olan_Benar says:
@::Exits saloon:: Aloud: Prepare yourselves for the execution of someone who has betrayed us all!  Lieutenant. Commander. Taliza Cal, Starfleet!

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
*XO*: Underrrstood, Sirrr.

CNS_Alana says:
XO: Scans show nothing in the area, nothing in the sector.  All ships detected are on the planet, unmanned, shut down.

TO_Bailey says:
::Walks out of the turbolift with the CTO:: CTO: Affirmative, Lieutenant.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Okay, then plan "B" it is.  We'll knock them out with our phasers and let the CTO fly in and extract him.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: If I increase power to the molecular field sustainer, I might be able to penetrate the scattering field.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Try it.  I don't want to risk our people if we don't have to.

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: OPS's sensors find the scattering field also scatters phaser fire entering the field.  Only phasers within the shield will operate.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
TO: Then you'rrre the pilot!  ::Smiles::

TO_Bailey says:
::Enters the shuttlebay, rushes to the nearest shuttle and enters, taking a seat at the helm:: CTO: Beginning pre-launch sequence!

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::Begins making the modifications to the transporters::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Hops in the shuttle next to Bailey:: TO: Let's make this quick.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Sir, the scattering field will also act as a shield against our phasers.

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Mutters another Romulan curse::

TO_Bailey says:
CTO: Please contact the Bridge and get launch clearance while I finish up with the pre-launch sequence.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Can we use our phasers to overload their power grid?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods:: *OPS*: Rrrrick, we need launch clearrrence.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: I recommend that the away team take subdermal transport boosters. We may need them.

TO_Bailey says:
CTO: Ready for launch.  ::Taps the console opening the shuttlebay doors and waits for the "go"::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Make it so!

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Sir, it may be possible to overload the scattering field. I just don't have enough information at this time.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Hears Olan boast about an execution, thinks it's for him::

OPS_Spicer says:
*CTO*: Bao, have your team use subdermal transport boosters. You may need it to get back in case of an emergency beam out.

Olan_Benar says:
@CSO: Ah, the traitor awakes.  I wouldn't like for you to be asleep when you die.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Growls and mutters in Chinese under her breath:: *OPS*: Surrre, fine.  Can we have clearrrence to leave beforrre we have to shoot the doorrrs open?

CSO_Taliza says:
@Olan: Benar, what has gotten into you?

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Well get that information Lieutenant! Cal's life depends on it!

OPS_Spicer says:
*MO*: Dr. Pullis, report to the shuttle bay with subdermal transport boosters ASAP. The CTO will instruct you further.

TO_Bailey says:
::Hears the COM from the Bridge:: CTO: I've already opened the doors, Lieutenant.  ::Points to the bow::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Scans<MO> *OPS*: Aye. I'm on it.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Grins:: TO: Oh, I know. I just like giving the kid a hard time.

CNS_Alana says:
::Continuing scans of area::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Scans the scattering field to see if phaser fire will overload its power source::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Once we grab him, I have a feeling we'll have company. Be prepared to warp out of the system as soon as the shuttle returns.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Sir, I recommend that we go ahead and fire phasers at the field. It's chicken soup.

CNS_Alana says:
XO: the plan & course is already set, Sir and ready to go on your mark!

TO_Bailey says:
::Looks at the CTO:: CTO: Well, Lieutenant?  Are you going to get out and retrieve the transport boosters so we can launch?  ::Raises his furry brow::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Okay, monitor the shuttle, 10 seconds before they enter the town square, try to knock everyone out with in 2 a click radius of that square.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Tries to wriggle his hands free of the rope::

OPS_Spicer says:
<MO> CTO: Sir, here are the STBs.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
MO: Thanks!  ::Takes them and waves:: Bye!

OPS_Spicer says:
*CTO*: You have clearance for launch. Good luck and come back in one piece.

TO_Bailey says:
::Closes the shuttle doors after the CTO receives the boosters from the MO::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Hands one to Bailey:: TO: There ya go!

Olan_Benar says:
@CSO: Oh, my old friend Cal, you came to me to join our organization because you, and I quote, got washed out of Starfleet for murdering children.  All the while, you, Tiraz Randy and that genetic freak Booboo, were trying to undermine me!

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Phasers ready to fire on your mark.

TO_Bailey says:
::Takes the enhancer and straps it on his big furry arm:: CTO: Can we go now?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods:: TO: With all haste my furry compadre!

TO_Bailey says:
::Nods and hits the thruster controls.  The shuttle hovers over the deck for a few seconds before heading out of the shuttlebay doors::

CNS_Alana says:
::Maintaining coordinates for direct phaser fire::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Monitor the shuttle, you have fire control.

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Cal has freed his hands, but waits to move himself from the pole.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye!

TO_Bailey says:
#CTO: On course to Pashar.

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: The shuttle with the CTO and TO rushes down to the planet, toward Pashar.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
#TO: All right. ::Checks the power cells on the phaser rifles::

CNS_Alana says:
::Fingers getting a little sweaty, rubs hands together, then places them back on console::

TO_Bailey says:
#::Reaches over and opens up a drawer.  Pulls out a couple of field rations and turns to the CTO::  CTO: Ration, Lieutenant?

CSO_Taliza says:
@Olan: Your pride is what it's about, isn't it?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
#::Holds up a paw:: TO: Never before a fight.

TO_Bailey says:
#::Shrugs:: CTO: I cannot go into a fight with an empty stomach.  ::Tears the packaging and begins chewing on the ration::

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Shuttle sensors indicate the scattering field is just 30 seconds ahead.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Thirty seconds to scattering field.

TO_Bailey says:
#CTO: Passing through the scattering field now.  ETA to the LZ, 1 minute!  ::Chews the ration::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
#::Warms up the phaser rifle and smiles at Bailey, shaking her head::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Adjusts power to phasers::

Host XO_Kerst says:
ALL: All right, here we go.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Hears the shuttle::  Olan: There's the cavalry.

Olan_Benar says:
@CSO: So it is.  It seems they aren't going to save the day now.  ::Raises phaser, set to kill and fires::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Fire!

OPS_Spicer says:
::Just after the shuttle passes the scattering field, fires phasers full power::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Ducks away::

TO_Bailey says:
#::Throws the ration wrapper on the floor:: CTO: Get ready, Lieutenant!  ::Brings the shuttle to rest in the same wooded area as before::

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Olan's phaser impacts the pole, splitting it in two, clobbering an onlooker.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
#::Tosses the TO a phaser rifle::

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Erie's phasers are dissolved in the field.

TO_Bailey says:
#::Stands and catches the phaser rifle::  CTO: Well, I'm ready!  Let's go!

OPS_Spicer says:
::Continues fire full power phasers upon the scattering field to try to overload the power source::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Hops out of the shuttle, loping easily through the wooded area::

CNS_Alana says:
::Watching this action of the view screen::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Increases power to phasers to compensate::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Lunges himself at Olan and tackles him, knocking the phaser away::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Try match the filed harmonics of that field!

TO_Bailey says:
@::Whispers:: CTO: Follow me, Lieutenant.  ::Takes the lead and heads into the city::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: should I back her off a little? to avoid the fall out from the over load?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Nods and follows Bailey::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::Modulates the phaser frequency::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: No, we'll just trust our shields.

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: The phaser fire from the Erie continues to have no affect.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Phaser batteries to 50% Sir, still no effect.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Looks around cautiously as he recalls the last time he was there and recognizes certain landmarks.  Motions for the CTO to 'paste' herself against the wall of a building as he peeks into the square::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: Aye, Sir, maintaining position.

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Olan and Taliza start wrestling around the square while the onlookers just root Olan on.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Bites Olan's arm::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Nods and hides from view, trusting the bear::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Sees the scuffle between Taliza and Benar the signals the CTO to move forward fast:: CTO: Let's get 'em!  ::Rushes into the square::

Olan_Benar says:
@Aloud: Owwwwwwwwwwwwwwww!!!! ::Kicks Taliza in the groin::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Doubles over in pain from a kick to the groin::

CNS_Alana says:
::Senses the tension that everyone is feeling at the hopes that this mission is soon over successfully::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Rushes in next to the TO::

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: A member of the crowd sees the two Starfleet officers enter the square.

TO_Bailey says:
@CTO: You get the CSO, I'll take care of Benar!  ::Takes aim at Benar and fires his rifle::

Crowd_Member says:
Olan: We're under attack!  ::Fires phaser at CTO::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Cease fire.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Nods and runs for the CSO, dodging and returning phaser fire::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::Ceases fire::

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Crowd members rush at the CTO and TO.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: How high does that scattering field extend?

TO_Bailey says:
@::Shouts:: CTO: Grab him!  ::Continues to fire at Benar, moving from side to side to avoid getting hit by phaser fire from the Order of Rameus members in the crowd::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Throws a heymaker at Olan, landing on his temple::

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Shots at Olan miss, as the attacking onlookers disrupt the CTO's and TO's aim.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Fires at the oncoming crowd while trying to catch Benar::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Rushes toward the CSO, leaping up into the air, Matrix style, to take out the crowd members::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Just under 1 mile. ::Doesn't know the conversion to km::

Olan_Benar says:
@::Knocked out cold::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: signal blue alert.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Sees the CSO knock out Benar and rushes forward:: CSO: Let's get out of here!

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Prepare to take us down.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Grabs the phaser Olan lost and aims::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: CTO hasn't reported in.  I wonder what is going on down there?

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::Makes a surprised facial expression then signals Blue alert::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Reaches the CSO and scoops him up, tossing him over her shoulder:: TO: Bailey!!

CSO_Taliza says:
@CTO: Set me down, now, Lieutenant!

OPS_Spicer says:
*Shipwide*: All stations Blue Alert.  Repeat, blue alert.  Prepare for landing.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Growls and sets the CSO down::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Turns and runs, leading the CTO from the square::

CSO_Taliza says:
@TO: Bailey, pick up that piece of trash.  We don't want to litter.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Anything from the away team?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Tries to COM the Erie::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Not yet Sir. I lost COM signal once they entered the scattering field.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Looks at the CSO then turns and fires his phaser rifle at Benar, disintegrating him::  CSO: That good enough?  ::Breaks into a run for the shuttle::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: We can get inside the scattering field on your mark, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
@TO: Good job.  Now we're rid of him.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Rushes between the buildings and back into the wooded area::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Jogs next to Bailey:: CSO: You alrrright, Sirrr?

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: CTO, TO and CSO exit the town.

CSO_Taliza says:
@CTO: I'm okay now.

OPS_Spicer says:
*CTO*: Bao, can you read me?  Repeat, this is the Erie. Can you read me?

TO_Bailey says:
@::Sees the shuttle up ahead:: CTO: Try contacting the Erie again.

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: COM from the ship is received by CTO.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@*OPS*: Yeah, Spicerr we rrread you.  How'rrre things?

OPS_Spicer says:
*CTO*: How are things?!?!  Are you guys okay?

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Take us...::Hears CTO over the COM:: Belay that order.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Reaches the shuttle and opens the doors.  Scrambles into the shuttle and sits down at the helm:: CTO/CSO: Beginning pre-launch ignition!  ::Hits the ignition button::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@*OPS*: We'rrrre fine, heading home now. ::Grins as she imagines the look on his face.  Hops into the shuttle::

CNS_Alana says:
::Pauses finger above “Engage” button::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Once that shuttle is on board, get us out of here, best speed.

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Shuttle engines fire and the shuttle lifts off with CTO, TO and CSO aboard.

CNS_Alana says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Sir, the away team has entered the shuttle and have lifted off the planet surface.

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Several Order of Rameus ships are starting to power up.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Target those ships on the ground.  I do not want any pursuit!

CNS_Alana says:
::Sets course out of system and lays in speed::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::Targets the Order of Rameus ships on the planet::

TO_Bailey says:
@::High-tails it back to the Erie at full speed ascending into the atmosphere::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Fire!

CSO_Taliza says:
@CTO/TO: Good work back there.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Fires phasers at the Order of Rameus ships::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Grins and holds onto the console:: TO: Bailey, can you fly any faster? ::Smiles::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Uses multi-targeting system to fire phasers and torpedoes at the Order of Rameus ships::

TO_Bailey says:
@CTO: I've got the pedal to the metal as it is, Lieutenant!  ::Grins::

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: Order of Raemus ships prepare to take off and they explode soon after take off from the Erie fire.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Phasers fired and torpedoes away, Sir!

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Direct hit, Sir!

TO_Bailey says:
@CTO: We're approaching the Erie.

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Smiles with dark satisfaction as he sees the ships exploded::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@TO: Good job, Bailey.  Drinks are on me tonight.

CSO_Taliza says:
@CTO/TO: I'll recommend you both for a commendation or a medal, Lieutenants.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Drop shields for the shuttle, but raise them again once it's onboard.

TO_Bailey says:
@CTO: Thanks!  I'll take you up on that.  Can I invite Lewis?

CSO_Taliza says:
@CTO: Correction, Lieutenant, drinks are on me.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: I'm on it, Sir. ::Grins and drops the aft shields for the shuttle::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
@::Smiles at the CSO:: TO: Then of course Lewis is invited.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Chuckles at CTO's comment::

TO_Bailey says:
@*OPS*: Bailey to Erie, we are on final approach.

OPS_Spicer says:
*CTO*: You are clear to come aboard on Pad 2.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
*OPS*: Aye, Sirrrr. TO: He says Pad 2 forrr us.

OPS_Spicer says:
*Shuttlebay Crew*: Prepare for incoming shuttle.

CSO_Taliza says:
@*XO*: Commander, this is Taliza.  Nice of you to come after me, Sir.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Brings the shuttle in line with the shuttlebay then pilots carefully into the Erie, landing gently on the deck::

CSO_Taliza says:
@*XO*: Sir, we won't be needing to worry about Olan again.

Host XO_Kerst says:
*CSO*: Well it was on the way.  Nice to have you back and besides, it wouldn't look good on my record to loose an officer that way.

Host XO_Kerst says:
*CSO*: Oh?

TO_Bailey says:
::Turns to the CTO and CSO and does an impression of the CNS:: All: We're here!

CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: Let's just say his revenge got the best of him.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Grins at Bailey::

Host XO_Kerst says:
*CSO*: I see.  Well, I look forward to your report. You'll have plenty of time to write it on Pacifica, since you've had you fun already.

CNS_Alana says:
XO:  And we are away, Sir!  ::Maneuvers turning the Erie away from the planet. Engages engines, warp 7::

TO_Bailey says:
::Shuts down the shuttle systems then rises from his seat and opens the shuttle doors::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Cancels Blue Alert::

CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: I'll write it on the way.  I don't want to miss my opportunity on the black jack tables.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Set course for Pacifica.  Maybe we can still salvage a little of this vacation.

TO_Bailey says:
::Exits the shuttle and stows his gear in a locker before moving out of the shuttlebay::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: Oh, you didn't think I was going anywhere else, did you, Sir?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Puts away the phaser rifle and follows Bailey::

CNS_Alana says:
::Grinning::

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Smiles down at Alana, the tension of the situation slowly draining away::

Host ASM_Eric says:
ACTION: The Erie warps to Pacifica, where they lose most of their credits and soak up the sun.

Host ASM_Eric says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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